Spending Evaluation for Pupil Premium Funding 2017 - 2018
Intervention Name

Small group Maths
tuition - in school

Tute Science lessons

Life Coaching

Number of pupils Amount allocated to this
assigned
Intervention/action

24 students in
Year 11

24 students in
Year 11

40 students
mainly focusing
on Year 11 and
10.

Intended outcomes

Actual impact reported

£500

Maths tuition has been very successful over the last
To narrow the attainment
couple of years. This year we tried grouping students
and progress gaps
with similar abilities, to take part in Tute maths or
between PP and non PP
computer sessions with our Head of Maths - Mr Pryde.
students in Mathematics
Students were engaged and interacted well with
across the school.
competing against their class mates.

£750

To use the power of
technology to deliver
Our students thoroughly enjoyed the Tute sessions last
teacher led lessons
year, so this year we decided to run two classes at the
through online learning,
same time, so more students could attend/benefit. As
providing a more
always, the sessions were fully subscribed and a real
innovative and effective
success.
ways of engaging and
enthusing our students.

£7,000

Students work with our
Tailored to individual students needs from helping
Life Coach to set
them prepare an exam timetable to dealing with exam
individual goals based on nerves and stress. Students have reported back how
their specific needs,
they have benefited from sessions. This year we had
whether that be,
an increased number of students request to see our
academic or personal
Life Coach, some of these were new to Life Coaching
issues.
completely, others wanted a few catch up sessions.

Trips and visits

Achievement Voucher

Y6 Summer School

Travel support

All years

Year 7

Year 6

All years

£2,000

£1,600

To assist disadvantaged
students with the help
towards the cost of
educational trips and
visits outside of school.

Increased number of students attended the Y7
residential trip. In addition more parents calling for
financial assistance towards the cost of trips.

The introduction of our 'Achievement Voucher' has
been very successful over the last two years, with over
To help support students
half the students offered claiming back their voucher.
learning outside of school.
Majority of the students put their voucher towards an
To foster positive
electronic item to help support them in school and
relationships with
with homework. Due to the continued success of our
parents.
Achievement Voucher, we are looking at the possibility
of offering it to another year group as well next year.

£400

To benefit the transition
process positively and
improve literacy and
numeracy.

Feedback was very positive from our feeder schools,
regarding our 3 day Summer School. We had over 50
Y6 students attend.

£3,000

To help improve the
attendance of students
who have moved out of
area, due to a change in
their home
circumstances. Travel
costs are also supported
for students who attend
college courses.

Improvement in attendance for students attending
college courses and students arriving to school on
time.

Extra Curricular and
External Provisions
(Such as Music lessons,
Hair-tastic, Firebreak,
Angling 4 Education)

Stationary, books,
laptops and computer
software

Counselling Sessions

Staffing - Intervention
Co-ordinator, Deputy
Heads of Learning
Communities and Pupil
Premium strategic lead
(DHT)

All years

All years

All years

All years

Total

12,000

£6,500

£16,000

£109,000

£158,750

Supporting specific
courses inside and outside
of school, with targeted
Positive feedback from instructors and parents.
students, to enable them
Noticeable improvement in confidence, behaviour in
to make new friendships,
lessons and attendance. Evidence to support these
build up confidence and
provisions as effective. Greater number of students
self esteem and have the
attending after school clubs more regularly.
opportunity to take part
in an activity which
interests them.
To ensure students have
all the necessary
Students arriving more prepared to lessons and exams.
equipment to feel
Laptops loaned to students without a computer/tablet
confident and prepared allowing them to access school web based resources at
for examinations/school
home.
day.
Providing a therapeutic
approach to help students Feedback from parents and reports from the school
explore and understand counsellors indicate that students value their support
difficulties they may be
and benefit from these sessions.
having.
Having a dedicated team to support our Pupil Premium
students has enabled us to build close relationships
To increase the capacity
with both students and parents. Allowing us to gain a
for supporting our Pupil
greater understanding of how we as a school can
Premium students.
support these families, with the ultimate goal being to
progress student attainment.

